Amazing presentation of the contestants from the University of Forestry in the competitions of the National University 2017 Stara Zagora
The largest sporting event for the students is the National University, which took place from 08th to 14th May 2017 in Stara Zagora, which this year is the European City of Sports. More than 1,300 students from 26 higher education institutions participated in 13 sports disciplines. The students from the University of Forestry won 5 gold, 3 silver and 7 bronze medals and ranked 5th in the final ranking among universities.
The Athletics Team of the University of Forestry became Republican Student Champion Team Sprint disciplines. Team composition /from left to right/ Silyan Georgiev 2nd course - BA, Borislav Tonev 1st course - BA, Rosen Pavlov 3rd course - FF and Borimir Spassov 2nd course – BA
Borislav Tonev 1st course, BA
Student's champion 400 m smooth running.
Borimir Spassov 2nd course, BA is ranked 4th in the disciplines 400 m and 800m smooth running!
Silyan Georgiev 1st course, BA won a silver medal at 100 m smooth running. In the same discipline Borislav Tonev 1st course, BA won a bronze medal!
The relay of the University of Forestry - Republican student champions at 4 x 100 m and 4 x 400 m.
Most of the medals won the kickboxing squad. Team composition from left to right:
Mihail Kolchagov 1 course-FF, Valeria Ivanova 1 course-PP, Kristian Kolev 1 course-FF, Kristina Yaneva 1 course-ED, Georgi Petrov 1 course-Agr and Pamela Filipova 4 course-LA.
Pamela Filipova 4 course-LA (left) became the third time Republican student champion in cat. up to 60 kg. - kickbox style light contact. In the same category, but in the other style kicklight, she won a bronze medal.

Valeria Ivanova 1 Courses-PP also became Republican student champion in cat. up to 60 kg. - kickbox style light contact. In the same category, but in the other light contact style, she won a bronze medal.
Kristina Yaneva 1 course-ED won bronze medals in cat. up to 55 kg. kickboxing in both style light contact and tilt contact.
Mihail Kolchagov 1 course-FF won bronze medals in cat. up to 79 kg. kickboxing in both style light contact and tilt contact.
Georgi Petrov 1 course-Agr. won bronze medals in cat. up to 74 kg. kickboxing in both style light contact and tilt contact.
Total Kickboxing UF team won 2 gold, 2 silver and 6 bronze medals, winning 2nd place in the final team rankings after the NSA team.
The UF swimming team won 5th place in team women and 6th in team men with very high competition between 12 universities.

First line /left to right/: Hristina Vassileva 1 course-VM, Maria Roeva 1 course-LA, Stilian Mitev 1 course-FF, Second row / left to right /: Valentin Milenkov 1 course-VM, Third row /left to right/: Lilia Petrova 4-course VM, David Yoshkov 3 course-LA, Alexander Georgiev 2 course-FF and Dennis Alexandrov 3 course-LA.
The team of UF Beach Tennis in the composition /from left to right/ Svetoslav Gospodinov 5 c. VM, Gabriela Yotova 2 c. VM, Katerina Nikolova 3 c. LA, Denis Gavrilov 4 c. VM and Assoc. Prof. Yordanka Zlatarova presented excellently at the National University Championship in Beach Tennis Sofia, 2017
Mixed pair of UF - Gabriela Yotova 2-course course, VM / third from right to the left / and Svetoslan Gospodinov 5 course, VM / second from right to the left / won the silver medals at the National University Tennis Beach Championship Sofia, 2017.
Gabriela Yotova 2 c. VM and Svetoslav Gospodinov
5 c. VM
Gabriela Yotova 2 c. VM /first right/ and Katerina Nikolova 3 c. LA /second on the right/ won the bronze medals of pairs of women in the National University Tennis Beach Championship Sofia, 2017.